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ClaroRead Toolbar

ClaroCapture Toolbar

ClaroIdeas Ribbon 

System Requirements
•	Windows 7 SP1, XP SP3, Vista SP2
•	1GB RAM
•	1.25GB hard disk space
•	DVD drive
•	Microsoft Word 2003 or later
•	Sound Card
•	Scanner supporting TWAIN or WIA
•	150MB-500MB for each voice

ClaroRead Features
Reading with High Quality Voices
ClaroRead includes eight high-quality voices that read 
anything from the PC clearly and accurately. Read in a Web 
browser, email, PDF, Word, OpenOffice and more. 
With powerful highlighting features in Word and Adobe 
Reader ClaroRead can help users follow what’s being read 
on-screen. 
Save the spoken text as an audio or video file for use in a 
range of phones, iPads and media players. 

Scan Paper Documents and PDFs
ClaroRead Plus and Pro include powerful Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) technology that easily converts any PDF, 
textbook, photocopy or handout into an accessible format. 
Accessible PDFs can be created identical to the original 
document. Any on-screen text can be copied and scanned 
with OCR, then edited or read back. Scan directly from the 
screen to access eBooks and web content. 

Advanced Spelling Support
With the advanced speaking spellcheck hear the suggestions 
and choose the right word with confidence. Spell check in any 
PC application with the check anywhere feature, while the 
dictionary tooltip retrieves definitions and translations for any 
word, anywhere on the screen.
Homophones are automatically highlighted and can be easily 
checked. There are 36,000 special common misspellings built 
in and over 100,000 dictionary definitions. The speaking 
dictionary allows users to check words anywhere, including 
Word documents and webpages.

Writing Support
Word prediction learns as the user types. Build multiple 
prediction dictionaries for different subject areas. Integrated 
reference dictionary and prediction dictionary with add-on 
dictionaries targeting specific subjects. Prediction supports 
‘phonetic’ spellings and has a powerful ‘match anywhere’ 
feature as well as the traditional ‘completion’ mode.

Reading and Colour Support Tools
ClaroCapture allows users to capture images and text from 
webpages and documents to help write essays and organise 
references. 
ClaroIdeas is our easy to use, powerful and fresh visual 
software solution for assisting with research, planning, 
outlining, studying and presenting. 
ScreenRuler software provides a strip or ruler across the 
screen, which can change the contrast and have the 
background greyed, coloured or dimmed out, or tint the 
whole screen to make it easier to read.

Integration with Dragon Dictation Software
ClaroRead works alongside Dragon NaturallySpeaking to 
support hands-free dictation and proofreading of text. The 
echo feature of ClaroRead instantly speaks back text 
dictated into the computer with Dragon.
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ClaroRead Advanced Speech Editor

Application Guide
Corporate and Education
ClaroRead is the perfect editing, research and proofreading 
tool for schools, universities and workplaces. Using ClaroRead 
is a simple way to save time, increase productivity and 
maximise ability. 

Simply highlight a section of text, press Play, and ClaroRead 
will speak any text out loud in a clear, human-sounding voice. 

Written work is better with ClaroRead. Words can be spoken 
back as they are typed, ensuring the accuracy of papers, 
presentations, tests and notes. Any corrections made in the 
spell check window are memorised for future use.

ClaroRead makes a wealth of material accessible, regardless of 
the format. PDF files can be unlocked and edited. Textbooks, 
photocopies, and paper handouts can be scanned and 
easily converted into Microsoft Word and PDF documents.

Convert text to audio or video files that can then be played 
back on any iPod, smart phone, or portable music player. 
Perfect for learning and revising on the go. Users can build 
an audio and video archive of their documents – ideal for 
revision, research, or storing work.

ClaroRead’s toolbar is designed with clear graphic icons for 
ease of recognition. Amend, edit, save and listen easily and 
quickly with just a single click of the mouse.

Included ClaroCapture grabs information from a variety of 
sources, compiling them into one handy information bank. An 
invaluable tool when planning essays, reports, presentations, 
or any other detailed written work.

Easily customised to individual needs and abilities, ClaroRead 
is an essential part of daily life for thousands of people who 
use computers.

ClaroIdeas allows a user to focus on bringing together 
thoughts and related content in various formats. Idea maps 
are a recognised way to maximise learning potential, improve 
problem solving, enhance research and aid revision.

Cost effective school site licence options are available.

Assistive
ClaroRead is the complete support package for those with 
dyslexia, learning difficulties, or anyone who struggles with 
reading and writing.

ClaroRead accurately identifies errors, building confidence. 

ScreenRuler takes the stress out of reading. The combined 
ruler and colour overlay horizontal bar focuses the eye, while 
tracking words as they progress on-screen. Text is spoken 
out loud, increasing independence. 

“Programs like ClaroRead are absolutely invaluable. For me, it is like putting on a pair   
 of reading glasses. When I switch on my computer, I always use ClaroRead. It’s critical.”
 David Edwards, Freelance Assistive Technology Trainer and dyslexic person
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ClaroRead for PC Comparison Chart
ClaroRead is available in Standard, Plus, Pro and SE versions,  
with a range of additional high quality voices in over 25 languages. 
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High quality text to speech voices will speak anything from the PC clearly and accurately.

Works closely with Microsoft Word. Speaks all text with a visual highlight and speaks as words are typed. 

Works with Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome to convert any web page into speech. Simply hover the 
mouse over the text.

Converts text in Microsoft Word, or from the clipboard (e.g. from a web page) into an audio file to save.

Close integration with Dragon NaturallySpeaking provides an echo back feature for greater verification  
of the dictated text.

PDF highlighting features in Adobe Reader.

Change layout, font styling, text and background colours with a single click.

Check a word for spelling, meaning, homophones and dictionary definitions in Microsoft Word.  
Check Anywhere – spell check any word anywhere. Dictionary Tooltip – definition for any word anywhere.

Incorporated prediction tool, with base prediction dictionary of the most frequently used words. Advanced 
features include building multiple prediction dictionaries. Phonetic and match anywhere prediction modes  
as well as the traditional completion mode available.

Extras included are Speaking Calculator, ScreenRuler, ClaroView, ClaroCapture and ClaroIdeas.

In the Advanced Settings Editor, build subject specific prediction files, and add 'confusable or tricky words'  
to the homophone and spelling list, and review personal spellings.

Scans and converts paper documents in over 50 languages into editable and accessible Microsoft Word 
documents. OmniPage Optical Character Recognition engine built in.

Unlocks access to PDF files by converting them into Microsoft Word editable documents.

Copy and OCR images from a computer screen and convert to editable text.

Saves and converts documents to an accessible PDF.

Enhanced scanning features – proofread a scanned document before sending to Microsoft Word. 

USB memory stick available separately. Runs directly from the memory stick on any PC – no files installed. 


